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7" TFT LED digital Touch panel (16:9)

2.2KGS
(L)26.5*(W)25*(H)14.5CM



AV Cable

6 Sizes plastic poles adaptor

The headrest pillow type DVD install method
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POWER ON//OFF
Speakers part

Red +12V
Black Grounding

Yellow video 
Red right Channel
White left Channel

Cigar lighter Input

AV Output

10.5-21CM Adjustable
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Disc load position



USB Slot

SD card Slot

IR signal window

Earphone Jack

DC Input
Remote signal window

AV input
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This model with touch panel,please control everything by touch screen,
 the desk for the choice and confirmation.

Figure 1

You can choose the unit for Disc/USB/SD/TV or AV in playing,also can control IR/FM/Speaker  

 desk, touch the OPEN to make the disc out.
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and use the direction button on 

and brightness,contrast directly by touch the   marks on the desk, touch the OPEN to make the

Main Desk USB/SD Card reading AV IN

IR OUT FM OUT MENU



marks under the disc playing mode,can choose different numbers to choose your desired movies or songs.
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Figure 2

1.Disc playing

Touch Disc mark on the desk,then the unit will enter into Disc reading mode, during the disc reading  
can control IR/FM/speakers volume and brightness,contrast like the Figure 2, touch different function   

MENU IR in disc playing mode FM

VOLUME NUMBER CHOICE MENU PLAYING

in disc playing mode

BOTÓN   FUNCIÓN

Touch MENU mark picture and the TV screen will display the Picture setup image, 
 then select Brightness, contrast, and color  to increase or reduce the BRIGHTNESS,CONTRAST, and color to

MENU SETUP

BOTÓN   FUNCIÓN
Presione este botón para regresar al menú de 

REPEAT SETUP FORWARD KEYS PAUSE

PREVIOUS/NEXT KEYS DISC OUT KEY BACK TO DESK

FM/IR

Note: There are two IR channels, A&B, when using IR headphones, please make
 sure your IR headphone' s channel is exactly the same as your Player's 
IR channel. For example: when your IR headphone' Channel is A, then your 
Player's IR channel also should be at A position.
when you want to transfer the Player's Voice to your CAR Amplifiers,make
sure your car FM' s transmitter MHZ is exactly the same with the Players.

When you want to use IR or FM function, please just find the IR or 
 then touch it to open or close IR or FM.

1.  PBC/Menú    

FM function mark picture,
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your desired degrees.



  

2 in 1 Remote Control
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